
NARMADA CLEAN TECH

Dear NCTians,

Message from Director—NCT 

I feel very happy to note of the in house half yearly newsle�er being brought out

at Narmada Clean Tech.

In house newsle�er is a powerful tool in any company which reduces the distance

between the employees and management.  It can share the management ideas,

present and future planning, objec�ves and expecta�ons from employees in achieving

it and how it can bring overall change in company’s future/ prospects etc.

I also compliment NCT team led by Mr Alok Kumar as M.D of the company for doing good job and running the

opera�ons efficiently.
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Editor’s Note 

Dear Readers,

It is an immense pleasure to launch this third edi�on for

Jan-June2018.

Wish you all the best,

Sincerely,

Ashok Panjwani

I urge each and everyone in NCT to contribute to the level best to make this publica�on a real success.

Best regards and enjoy reading,

Preksha Pandya, Head HR

It is appreciable that employees have started sharing their

contribu�on  towards  success  of  this  newsle�er by

providing different stories and poems.

Highlights of this period are very encouraging par�cipa-

�on of our employees in various events specially the

sports week and annual day of NCT.

A huge thank you to all the persons who contributed and

par�cipated in various events. 
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Highlights :

The separate Jhagadia Pipeline Project which was commissioned

in December—2016, completed a con�nuous run of 334 days

before an accident in a private plot lead to an interrup�on.

Our Opera�onal Excellence

Jan-June 2018
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"મ�મી "

Mrs.  & Mr. Prakash Patel for being blessed

with son Ayansh on  22-02-2018

Mrs. & Mr. Girish Chavda for being blessed

with Son Pratham on  20-06-2018

ભગવાને �ેમભરી મીઠી નજરથી બાળકને જોતા તેના કાનમાં હળવેથી ક�ું....

"અગ�યનું નથી કે તારા દેવદૂતનું નામ શું છે, તું તેને ફ�ત મ�મી કહીને બોલાવીશ."

Compiled by—Mr. Rizwan Shaikh 

જ�મ લેવા તૈયાર એવા બાળક �વારા ભગવાનને  પૂછવામાં આવે છે.

ભગવાન, "તેઓ મને કહે છે કે તમે આવતી કાલે મને પૃ�વી પર મોકલી ર�ાં છો, પણ હંુ 

કેવી રીતે એટલો નાનો અને લાચાર પૃ�વી પર રહી શકીશ ?" ભગવાને જવાબ આ�યો, 

"ઘણા એ�જ�સ ( દેવદૂતો ) વ�ચ,ે  મ� તારા માટે એકને  પસંદ કયુ� છે. જે તારા માટે રાહ 

જોવે  છે અને એ તારી સંભાળ લેશે."

બાળકે ફરીથી ભગવાનને સંબો�યા અને બો�યો "પરંતુ મને કહો, અહ� �વગ�માં, હંુ બીજંુ 

તો કશું કરતો નથી પરંતુ ગાઈને, િ�મત કરીને ગમે �યાં ફરી શકું છંુ, આટલું મારા ખુશ 

રહેવા માટ ે ઘ�ં છે?." ભગવાને ક�ું "તારો દેવદૂત તારા માટે ગાશે અને દરરોજ તારા 

માટે િ�મત કરશ ે અને તું તારા  દેવદૂતનો �ેમ અનુભવશે અને ખુશ થશે,"

"ઓહ," બાળકે , ભગવાન પર નજર કરતા પૂ�ય,ું  અહી તો હંુ તમારી સાથે વાત ક�ં છંુ,

માણસો કેવી રીતે બોલે છે કે �ાથ�ના કેવી રીતે કરે છે તે મને તો નથી આવડતું. ભગવાને

બાળકના  માથા પર સહેલાઇથી �પશ� કય� અને ક�ું, "તારો  દેવદૂત તારા હાથને 

પોતાના હાથમાં એક સાથે મૂકશે અને તને �ાથ�ના કેવી રીતે કરવી તે શીખવશે."

બાળકે  પછી પૂ�યુ,ં "મ� સાંભ�યું છે કે પૃ�વી પર દુ� છે મા�ં ર�ણ કોણ કરશે ?" 

ભગવાન ેજવાબ આ�યો, " તારો દેવદૂત પોતાના �વને જોખમમાં મુકીને પણ તારો 

બચાવ કરશે, ર�ણ કરશે."

પરંત,ુ "ભગવાન હંુ દુ: ખી રહીશ કારણ કે હંુ તમને હવે જોઈ શકવાનો નથી." 

"તારો  દેવદૂત હંમેશા મારા િવશે તારી સાથે વાત કરશે અને મારી તરફ વળવા માટે હંમેશા 

તને સ�યનો માગ � બતાવશે. તેમ છતાં હંુ હંમેશા તારી સાથે રહીશ." ભગવાન જણા�યુ,ં.

તે �ણે �વગ�માં ખૂબ શાંિત હતી, પરંતુ પૃ�વી પરથી અવાજ પહેલાથી જ સંભળાતા 

હતા, અને ઉતાવળમાં બાળક સહેલાઇથી પૂ�યુ,ં "ઓહ, ભગવાન, જોવ  હંુ હમણાં જ 

જવાનો છંુ, તો કૃપા કરીને મને મારા દેવદૂતનું નામ તો જણાવો."
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Goal, focus & improving concentra�on by playing Carrom

Enhancing concentra�on, body control, self-confidence &
a�en�on with fun-Lemon Spoon

The objec�ve is to win by pulling the opposi�on through working
together, encouraging true coopera�on and team discipline.

Playing Chess-improves the learning, thinking, analy�cal
power, and decision - making ability.

Reaching the target furiously and �mely, the 100 mtr race
enhancing body and mind fitness.

Developing quali�es like obedience, discipline, sportsmanship,
and loyalty between team members.

Sports Week

"Sports do not build character. They reveal it." - John Wooden
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A flute is symbol of love and music,
both on air by Mr. Girish Chavda

Awesome combina�on of NCT logo with
Tiranga—rangoli  'on republic day' 

design by Ms. Lipsa

He is not just a mimicry ar�ste; He blends
it with stand-up comedy. A script wri�en by

him on the burning issues of water pollu�on.

Dance is not just a physical phenomenon, it’s a social, cultural, and historical product.
Employees’ children cap�vated the audience by their performance

Enjoyment goes far beyond, as it directly
influenced the audience with his voice-Kalpesh Bha�

The celebra�ons, which coincided with the
69th Republic Day, featured solo dance,
mimicry, singing and music performances
by employees and their family members. 

th69  Republic Day & 18th Annual Day 2018
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Highlight of the day was the award ceremony for honoring and apprecia�ng employees for highest a�endance

& their performance in the sports events .

Award Ceremony
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NCT celebrated 45th world environment day with the theme of Beat Plas�c Pollu�on. 

The talented par�cipants of poster and slogan compe��on were awarded prizes on the occasion of 45th world environment day.

The NCT—FETP campus is a proud host of around 81,000 trees.

World Enviornment Day
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Gayatri Havan is an intensive way of chan�ng Gayatri mantra
which creates a conscious flow of subtle energy.

A Pooja Held at Jhagadia Pumping Sta�on.

It's important to push the boundaries and do
something new. A team of Step-out prac�ces on the ground.

The Execu�ve team of NCT Learn with fun during the
training session of ‘Step-Out’ The team is ready to  startup some

new ini�a�ves in various fields.

Take Care of Yours

was crying while singing. Following the sound he came to
he thought he could hear a sad cry, as though someone

happened, a huge sadness entered into him, and he

contaminated.

a big, round, mysterious, grey fountain. The sad sobbing

feeling sad. He tried so many �mes to cheer himself up,

seemed to be coming from the fountain pool. The boy

Take Care of Environment, Environment Will

Once upon a �me, a boy was walking through a wood and

swept aside the pool's dirty surface water and saw a group
of grey fish swimming in a slow circle through the pond.
With each lap they made, their li�le voices opened and
out came the sobbing sound.
Amused by this, the boy tried to catch one of these
incredible talking fish. But when he stuck his arm into the
water it turned grey right up to the elbow. As this

suddenly understood how sorrowful the fish was feeling.
He felt just like the earth on his arm; dirty and

He quickly pulled his arm out of the water, and ran from
that place. But the arm stayed grey, and the boy con�nued

but nothing worked. That was, un�l he realised that if he

be, in turn, transmi�ed back to him, through the earth on
his arm.
From then on he set about looking a�er the countryside.
He cared for the plants, he did what he could to keep the

were to make the Earth happy then that happiness would

water from being polluted, and he encouraged others to

splashing in the crystal clear waters of that magic

original happiness; and the boy felt even happier at the

and he decided to go and visit the fountain. When he was

sight.

s�ll some way from the fountain he could hear the fish

do the same. He was so successful that his hand started to

It was plain to see that the Earth had returned to its

singing happy hymns, and he heard them joyfully

recover its normal colour.  When the grey had
disappeared completely, he started feeling happy again,

fountain.

Compiled by-Mehul Vyas

Training & Development
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